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What OCR looks like now
- Treatment/Stabilization—ACT/ICM Funding
- Handouts that help
- How/when/where is the Competency Education being provided
- What’s working and what’s not

What’s helpful and “doable”—Review of materials

What will/should Out-Patient Competency Restoration look like?

First four to six weeks—Treatment and Stabilization
- CD Treatment as needed (Residential, IOP, SOP)
- Housing Stabilization
- Medication tweaking
- Multiple weekly contacts
- Development of structure as needed
- Competency Restoration as a part of ongoing skills training
- Incentives

Second six to eight weeks--
Increase Focus on Competency Restoration
- Continued ACT Services and ICM
- Weekly groups on specific topics related to competency restoration
  - What topics do we need to cover and develop curriculum for?
  - Courtroom Role-Playing
- Less frequent court settings
- Incentives—graduation/completion certificates??